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LAST month, I talked in fairly general terms about the
need for a security policy and provided some

general hints for improving overall system security.
Keeping that advice in mind, in this article I will explore
some specific measures you can take
to secure both individual Linux com-
puters and networks on which Linux
machines are running.

Since writing last month’s article, I
have become aware of another excellent
resource for system administrators
that goes into more depth than I will
about security: Tom Limoncelli and
Christine Hogan’s book The Practice
of System and Network Administration
(Addison-Wesley-Longman, 2001).
This book is invaluable for the senior
system administrator. Although light
on specific, software-package level
configuration tips, it contains a wealth
of knowledge on both technical and
social aspects of system administration
and network security.

NETWORK SERVICES

Every machine on your network
will have one or more roles; these
roles may be tightly coupled to specific services, such as
“name server,” or “Key Distribution Center,” or they may
be more general, such as “developer workstation” or “desk-
top client.” The essential task here is to subdivide the set of
all hosts on your network into categories, assign particular
services to these categories, and do as much as you can to

limit crossover between the categories. Each category
should have enabled only those services that are necessary
for it to perform in its role. This means, for instance, that
development workstations should not have an SMTP dae-

mon enabled; mail transport servers
should not accept WWW connections,
and so forth.

A service that is not running cannot
be compromised. With that in mind,
here are a few guidelines that have
served me well.

SSH (Secure Shell)
All machines should have SSH

enabled. This protocol will be used for
all administrative access to the machine.
A vulnerability in SSH v1 has been
discovered, so, if possible, you should
restrict SSH access to the use of proto-
col SSH v2 only. A fully compliant SSH
v2 client and server can be found at
http://www.openssh.com/portable/.
However, most popular free SSH
clients for Windows support SSH v1
only. If you cannot convince your user
base to upgrade to a client that does
support SSH v2, SSH v1 is still much
better than Telnet.

That said, SecureCRT from Van Dyke Software
(www.vandyke.com) is an inexpensive ($99 after a 30-day
evaluation period) and excellent client that supports SSH
version 2. Putty is a free client that also supports SSH v2.
Personally, I am a huge fan of the OpenSSH implementation for
Windows, which is available as part of the Cygwin development
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The reasoning behind
using SSL-wrapped Telnet
and SSL-enabled versions

of other services is to
prevent man-in-the-middle
password sniffing attacks.
The fundamental goal is to

never pass unencrypted
passwords over the

network, where anyone
in their path could

intercept them.
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environment. Cygwin (www.cygwin.com)
is an attempt to bring the common GNU
tools to the Win32 platform. Although a few
years ago this tool was not ready for prime
time, you may want to give it another look;
it is now a very functional and mature
environment. Cygwin comes with a very
smart network-based install program that
simply lets you select which parts of the dis-
tribution you wish to install.

To force ssh to use only the SSHv2 proto-
col, add the following to /etc/ssh/sshd_config:

Protocol 2

For further security, you may wish to
remove the root password entirely and rely
on SSH key-based authentication only. If
you do this, you will need to consider how
to access the system if it loses its network
connection or is unable to boot and bring up
its network services. If you have physical
access to the console for an x86 Linux box,
you can always use a boot floppy for these
situations. If you are running Linux for
S/390, you may wish to define a rescue
boot volume that IPLs a known kernel
from a small disk partition. In fact, it is a
good idea to have this particular tool in
your bag of tricks even if root can log in
with a password either locally or remotely,
so that you always have a quick way to get
to a rescue system.

Inetd
Inetd is the “super server daemon” that

generally brokers access to other network
services. Although it is a very useful tool,
and, when used in conjunction with TCP
wrappers can make your network much
more secure, it, too, should only be used on
hosts that require inetd-spawned services.

This makes it significantly less ubiqui-
tous than you might think. Although any
service can be run from inetd, it is usually
best to run SMTP daemons and Web servers
standalone. POP3 and IMAP servers are
usually run out of inetd, as is the Amanda
backup daemon. However, in most cases,
you do not want to run most of the other
services listed in inetd.

In general, workstations should not run
inetd. SSH can provide remote access to a
workstation, but workstations should not be
running other services on your network;
certainly a workstation is capable of run-
ning its own mail delivery system, news
feed, and file sharing services, but your job
as a system administrator will be much

simpler if you can institute and enforce a
policy that states that services will be pro-
vided only from centrally-controlled service
machines. SSH is perfectly sufficient to allow
users to access each other’s workstations and
files if they need to share data outside the
official file-sharing infrastructure.

Services to Disable
Let’s start with the easy ones: You should

never run the “r” services — rsh, rlogin, and
rcp. They are cleartext protocols, which
pass passwords unencrypted over the wire;
SSH can function as a total replacement for
the “r” protocols. Likewise, no one really
uses the “time” service anymore, as xntp
has superseded it.

I strongly recommend against using
either Telnet or FTP. Although you will
meet with some difficulty from your user
base if you remove these services, it is
best if they can be shut off entirely,
because both transmit cleartext passwords.
Anyone using a sniffer between the origin
host and the destination can simply read
the password you supply as it goes by. If
you must use FTP, then use ProFTPD or
another FTP daemon that does not require
you to give actual accounts to your FTP
users. This way, there is no shell account
to be compromised even if the password
is sniffed.

However, in most cases, users will be more
comfortable with a Web browser interface
than FTP. With WebDAV (Apache provides a
DAV implementation in mod_dav) it
becomes relatively easy to allow users to
upload files via http. Even without any way
to protect passwords, this is no worse than
FTP, and if you simply protect the upload
areas with Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and
use https as the transfer protocol, you will
get reasonably strong encryption and
authentication for file uploads.

Unfortunately, for Telnet this is not possi-
ble, since the whole point of Telnet is to allow
remote access to shell accounts. I recommend
turning off Telnet entirely in favor of SSH if
possible. If this is not possible, then use
SSL-wrapped Telnet with an SSL-enabled
client, or, failing that, a one-time password
system. A free one-time password implemen-
tation, OPIE, can be downloaded from
http://inner.net/opie. However, one-time
passwords are a huge operational hassle:
SSH is much easier to use and does not
require your users to carry around lists of
passwords in their pockets.

One possible caveat: If your user base
needs to routinely transfer very large files
whose content is not top secret, then the
computational overhead of encrypting the
traffic can become a significant burden; if
that is the case, standard FTP makes sense.
However, you can add strong authentication
to it via Kerberos without necessarily
encrypting the data stream.

Services to Wrap
The reasoning behind using SSL-wrapped

Telnet and SSL-enabled versions of other
services is to prevent man-in-the-middle
password sniffing attacks. The fundamental
goal is to never pass unencrypted passwords
over the network, where anyone in their
path could intercept them. Many Linux
distributions come with the OpenSSL
implementation of the SSL, and, in fact,
OpenSSH relies on OpenSSL for its encryp-
tion implementation. Some daemons can be
built with SSL support included; any daemon
can be wrapped with the sslwrap or stunnel
programs.

IMAP and POP are the two common
services you may wish to consider SSL
wrapping. Many email clients, such as
Outlook, Eudora and Mutt support SSL-
wrapped POP3 and/or IMAP services.
However, unless your site spends the
money to get its X.509 certificate signed
by a recognized signature authority, some
of these clients, including Outlook, will
complain that your certificate is not signed
by a recognized Certification Authority.
Depending on your business needs, a
signed X.509 certificate may be an appro-
priate investment.

Next month, I will examine how to add an
SSL layer to mail access protocols.

CASE STUDY: CLONED LINUX
IMAGES UNDER Z/VM

Let’s assume that you wish to create a
“penguin colony” as described in the recent
Redbook Linux on IBM eServer zSeries and
S/390: ISP/ASP Solutions. The most effica-
cious way to do this is to share a large /usr
minidisk read-only among all your guests;
each guest will additionally have his own
root partition. The /usr partition will, of
course, be identical across all guests, but
each guest will need to customize his own
root partition.

The primary consideration when creating
the root partition that serves as a base for
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customization is that it should come up in a secure state when first
IPLed. That is, initially, all services except SSH should be disabled, and
only through customization should you be able to enable any service.

Let’s assume you are starting with SuSE 7.0 GA. The first thing
you need to do is obtain and install the openssl and openssh rpms
from SuSE (ftp://ftp.suse.de/pub/suse/s390/7.0/sec1). SSH is a
fundamental service that should be ubiquitous; in more recent
distributions, it is already in the core distribution set and does not
require any additional effort to retrieve.

Next, you will want to patch your Linux image up to kernel 2.4.7
as per Rob van der Heij’s instructions at http://home.iae.nl/users/
rvdheij/upgr247.html. Strictly speaking, this is not required,
although the 2.4 kernel series gives you features you really want in
a penguin colony, such as dynamically-attachable DASD,
HiperSockets (which let you put Linux instances on a virtual LAN,
letting you eliminate the whole cumbersome IUCV-router infra-
structure), and the ability to remove the 100Hz timer interrupt.

To create a cloned penguin colony, you must create a master Linux
image, and then use the DDR to copy the DASD volume that contains
its root partition to another disk. Although you could also use the dd
utility from Linux, DDR will be easier, simply because if you close
down your Linux system cleanly, the DDRed copy will be a clean,
rather than an unsynchronized, file system, and will boot the first time
without requiring a fsck. You will need to IPL Linux and then mount
that disk (perhaps under /mnt) and make some changes to it.

Many of the changes you will make to the duplicate root partition
to make it easily cloneable are not security-related. For instance,
you will want to give your generic image an IP address separated
from the “real” addresses you are using and probably point a DNS
record of “unconfigured” to that IP address so that it is obvious if
an unconfigured guest is present on your network. You will want to
make sure that /etc/fstab on the cloned root volume mounts the /usr
partition read-only.

What I want to focus on in this article, from a network security
standpoint, is disabling any services that should not be running.
This basically comes down to editing /etc/rc.config, making sure
that the following line, which tells the SuSE startup scripts to bring
up the SSH daemon at boot time, is present:

START_SSHD=yes

Although most services should be disabled, there are a few things
you do want to start. Many software programs will not work if they
cannot find a loopback address, so you need to bring up the loop-
back interface with the following entry in /etc/rc.config:

START_LOOPBACK=yes

These next three services — which you also can enable in
/etc/rc.config — are largely a matter of personal preference; I
would disable all three. NCSD is useful on hosts making many
DNS queries, but tends to be a memory hog. I have never actually
needed to use “at” on systems where “cron” exists, but some peo-
ple like it. Finally, starting the SuSE firewall is not a bad idea if you
feel like configuring it, but my general practice is to screen packets
at the gateway to the external world and rely on TCP wrappers to
provide application-level filtering within the penguin colony.

START_NCSD
START_ATD
START_FW

Figure 1 shows a list of the services present in /etc/rc.config on my
machine; depending on which package sets you have installed, your
list may vary. Note that none of these services are enabled.

Once /etc/rc.config has been configured, your system should only
allow remote access on port 22 via SSH. If you have a particular set
of administrative public keys for SSH’s use, you will want to install
these in /root/.ssh/authorized_keys and /root/.ssh/authorized_keys2
on your cloned root image (therefore, the actual paths will be some-
thing like /mnt/root/.ssh/authorized_keys). I strongly recommend
that you require each member of your system administration staff
to create an individual key pair, and then put all of the keys into the
authorization list. This has several benefits: You have a log of who
accessed the machine when, the sysadmins do not have to remember
the machines’ root passwords, and revoking access to a machine is
as simple as removing a line from authorized_keys — no password
change is required!

Notice that here we have made a decision to violate one of our
security principles in the name of convenience. It is true that you
will not be starting any services by default on your cloned
machines. However, all of those services will be present on all of
your machines (as they reside in /usr, which is shared across all
machines) and could therefore be started by anyone who has root
access. A service that is absent is even safer than one that is not
running. However, if you only had services present on those
machines that used them, you could not share your /usr partition.
In a small implementation, this might be the right choice; however,
if you have 1,000 guest machines, sharing /usr between them
represents a DASD space saving on the order of a terabyte; in this
case, it is worth the slight additional risk to gain the cost benefits
of DASD sharing.

Once you have done this, you can begin stamping out cloned
images. IPL each one, make changes to its /etc/rc.config to give it a
unique IP address and hostname, run SuSEconfig, and reboot. Once
the system comes up, you can start enabling the services that allow
it to perform its specific role within the network. However, by tak-
ing the time to create a more secure cloned image, you have ensured
that even if an unconfigured machine is brought up and left running,
it will not present a particularly easy way to attack your network.
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SMTP=no
START_PCNFSD=no
START_BWNFSD=no
START_ROUTED=no
START_NAMED=no
START_POSTGRES=no
START_HTTP=no
START_AUTOFS=no
START_INETD=no
START_LPD=no
START_RUSERSD=no
START_RSTATD=no
START_RWHOD=no
START_LDAP=no
START_SLURPD=no
START_PORTMAP=no
START_SMB=no
START_XNTPD=no
START_YPBIND=no
START_YPXFRD=no
START_YPPASSWD=no

FIGURE 1: A LIST OF THE SERVICES PRESENT
(BUT DISABLED) IN /ETC/RC.CONFIG
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NON-NETWORK SERVICES

Although this article has focused on network services, protecting
the local machine is also important. It is less crucial in a typical
Linux for S/390 or zSeries environment than on a desktop Linux
installation, simply because the Linux image is probably not a user
host and is therefore unlikely to have any logged-in users who are
not system administration staff. It is, however, never a bad idea to
make sure that unauthorized local users cannot access files that are
off limits to them.

SuSE provides a handy tool for doing basic permission tightening
within the file system. This is also managed by the following line
in /etc/rc.config:

PERMISSION_SECURITY=”secure local”

/etc/permissions.easy, /etc.permissions.secure, and /etc/permis-
sions.paranoid contain three differing views of appropriate file system
permissions. As you might guess, “secure” locks down permissions,
while “easy” means that unprivileged users can act with more
freedom. “Paranoid” is just what it says, and is almost always
more trouble than it is worth except for hosts which will be under
almost constant attack (exterior router machines, for example).
/etc/permissions.local will contain your local modifications, and
permissions will be applied in the order found in the /etc/rc.config
line PERMISSION_SECURITY.

My recommendation is to start with the secure set and then
loosen local permissions as needed. In fact, it is usually sufficient
to leave /etc/permissions.local empty (it contains only comment
lines by default). After getting permissions set up to your liking, run
/sbin/SuSEconfig to apply your changes.

CONCLUSION

You cannot compromise services that are not running. In a nutshell,
that has been the point of this article. Each machine in your network,
whether virtual or physical, needs to have a clearly defined role,
and only those services necessary for proper performance of that
role should be enabled.

Part III will examine the role of SSL in securing network services.
I will look at the “sslwrap” and “stunnel” programs, which are
application proxies that allow you to wrap most common services
within an SSL layer. As an example, I will take standard, non-secured
POP3 and IMAP servers — both of which transmit passwords in
cleartext by default — and go through the process of converting
them to their SSL-wrapped equivalent, which will protect both
passwords and message content in transit.  
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